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perhaps to neighbouring molecules, but at any rate to the lumi-niferous ether; for without a communication of the latter kind there would be no dispensed light. Hence we must consider the immediate tendency of the disturbing forces rather than their tendency in the1 long run.
233. When a molee;ule itself vibrates in an irregularly periodical manner, the vibrations which it imparts to the ether are of course of a similar character. The resolution of these into vibrations corresponding to different degrees of refrangibility involves some* very delicate mathematical considerations, into which I do not propose to enter. But without this it is evident that when the ether is agitated by the vibrations of an immense number of molecules, in all possible states as regards amplitude, and consequently periodic time of vibration, the disturbance of the other must consist of a mixture of periodic vibrations, having their periods comprised between the greatest and least of those belonging to the molecular vibrations; and corresponding to these different periods there will bo portions of light of different degrees of refrangibility found in the dispersed beam. These refrangi-bilities will range between two limits, an inferior limit equal, to the refrangibility corresponding to the periodic time of indefinitely small vibrations, and a superior limit equal to the refrangibility of the active light.
234, This theory seems to accord very well with the general character of dispersed beams, as regards the prismatic composition of the light of which they consist. When analysed by a prism, these beams are. sometimes found to break off abruptly at their more refrangible border, but I do not recollect ever to have met with an instance in which a beam broke off abruptly at the opposite border, except when the whole beam was almost homogeneous. This is just as it ought to be according to the above theory, because the amplitude of vibration decreases indefinitely in approaching the less refrangible limit. In the case of a solution of chlorophyll, we may suppose that the part of the molecular forces of restitution depending on first powers of the displacements is considerable, on which supposition, the effect ought to approach to what would take place were there no other part. But were the forces of restitution strictly proportional to

